Educator Evaluation and Support 2022 Council
Friday, April 9, 2021
9:30 a.m.-11:00 a.m.

I. Welcome and Introductions
   • Dr. Shuana K. Tucker, Chief Talent Officer
   • Commissioner’s Welcome – Acting Commissioner Charlene M. Russell-Tucker
   • Dr. Paul Fleming, Senior Vice President, Standards, States & Equity, Learning Forward
   • Committee Member Introductions

II. EES 2022: Vision, Guiding Principles and Process
   • Purpose, Vision, and Beliefs for Reimagining Educator Evaluation in CT
   • Guiding Principles of Educator Evaluation and Roles of Identified Council Members
   • Process and Phases of Educator Evaluation and Support 2022 (EES 2022)

III. Learning Forward
   • Systems Approach to Realize Vision of Continuous Learning and Feedback
   • Key Research and Evidence
     o Principals
     o School Culture
     o Novice Educators
     o Actionable Feedback

IV. Phase I: Recommendation of Flexibilities for 2021-22 School Year
   • Flexibility Allowed Within Existing Statutory Language
   • Facilitated Reflection and Discussion in Breakout Rooms
     o What current flexibilities are effective and should continue?
     o What current flexibilities are not effective and should not continue?
     o What current flexibilities need to be revised and/or what new flexibilities should be considered?

V. Bridge to Practice
   • Recommendations submitted by Friday, April 23rd will be reviewed Tuesday, April 27th
     o Please share the Flexibilities Chart with 4 to 5 colleagues to discuss and gather their feedback on recommended flexibilities
     o Summarize their feedback (one page recommended) and submit by Friday, April 23rd